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At Upper Nidderdale Primary Federation, we will all approach everything we do in 
the CHAMPS way, help every child flourish into a caring, confident and resilient 
young person who has a love of learning and: 

Chooses the right way and takes responsibility for their own actions
Honest in everything they do and shows compassion for others
Achieves the best they can with the talents they have and develop their wisdom 
Manners shown to everyone and treats everyone with respect 
Perseveres when situations are difficult and shows courage when they are 
challenged 
Safety and knowing how to keep safe on and offline to ensure that everyone is 
kept physically and emotionally safe. This shows the special relationship we have 
with each other, where as a community, we look after each other, keeping each 
other safe – Koinonia

As Rights Respecting schools, our intents are  based around the following articles;
Article 23

You have the right to special education if you have a disability. 
Article 28

All children have the right to a good quality education.
Article 29

All children have the right to an education that helps to develop their 
talents and abilities. 



Intent of Maths

Across our federation, we have the firm belief that mathematics 
underpins much of our daily lives; both the ability to be adept with 
number and the vast skill-set of being able to problem solve and 
reason. Our curriculum is ambitiously planned in order to give all 
learners in-depth knowledge and the cultural capital they need to 
succeed in life.

Our curriculum is carefully designed, planned and sequenced 
representing our belief that it is the right of every child to access and 
succeed in an engaging, creative and meaningful Maths curriculum 
that develops pupils’ number fluency and allows them to become 
critical thinkers when it comes to problem-solving. A successful maths 
curriculum should develop and promote a child’s enthusiasm and 
resilience to fluency, problem solving and reasoning.  Our aim is to 
allow pupils to make rich connections across mathematical ideas 
resulting in the development of fluency, mathematical reasoning and 
competence in solving increasingly sophisticated problems. 



Intent of Maths

We recognise the importance of nurturing a culture where children are 
proud, reflective mathematicians, can reason their mathematical 
thinking and solve meaningful problems in context that serve purpose. 
We are determined for ALL learners to reach their full potential, and 
for our pupils to know more and remember more. We adapt our 
planning to address misconceptions, gaps in knowledge and forgotten 
knowledge. Mathematics affects many aspects of our daily lives, so we 
believe the teaching of maths should not stand alone. Therefore, to 
allow children to reason and problem-solve efficiently, all pupils access 
STEM or cross curricular maths sessions during the academic year. 
This envisions our belief of preparing and providing children with the 
knowledge to cultivate as a member of society and prepare them for 
the next stage of their life.

“Mathematics is as much an aspect of culture as it is a collection of 
algorithms.” (Carl Benjamin Boyer) 



Intent of Maths

Spiritual, Moral. Social and Cultural Development (SMSC) 
Maths encompasses the teaching of SMSC by allowing children to converse in 
the classroom, as class discussions and group talk, on their mathematical 
reasoning. All children are able to further develop their mathematical 
knowledge through the application of knowledge to unknown situations –
integrating maths into real life context. Pupils will see mathematics in practical 
life situations and through the community, i.e. entrepreneurialism. We enable 
children to voice their own opinions in all aspects of learning. 
Maths provides the opportunities where children have to critically think about 
their reasoning, acknowledging others’ opinions and children work 
collaboratively to succeed. 

Maths and Inclusion 
Maths is taught to all pupils, regardless of ability or specific needs. Through 
our coherent maths curriculum and effective teaching, we provide learning 
opportunities that enable all pupils to make good progress. We make maths 
accessible to all pupils and ensure pupils with special needs, disabilities, EAL 
and more able succeed. As a collaboration, we have appropriate interventions 
to meet all pupil’s needs in mathematics, such as Numicon. 



Substantive
• become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, 

including through varied and frequent practice with 
increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils 
develop conceptual understanding and the ability to recall 
and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.

Disciplinary
• reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, 

conjecturing relationships and generalisations, and 
developing an argument, justification or proof using 
mathematical language

• can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a 
variety of routine and non-routine problems with increasing 
sophistication, including breaking down problems into a 
series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions.



Planning –
When planning what to teach when, we refer to the agreed long term 
plans. In this way we can ensure that the skills and knowledge being 
taught and acquired are sequential and cumulative, in order not to 
overload Working Memory. 

Planning ensures that a learning unit is coherent and cumulative, rather 
than a disjointed series of activities. When planning, staff will consider 
the following questions – Why this? Why now? We are concerned with 
what children are learning not what they are ‘doing.’ It is about building 
up knowledge and skills.  This is reflected within our maths planning 
where choices about the order to teach knowledge/skills.

We make clear decisions about the most appropriate and effective skills 
needed for the chosen genre, purpose and audience. In this way we 
ensure that we present the subject matter clearly, promoting appropriate 
discussion. We will build up pupil’s knowledge and understanding, 
progressively moving students towards deeper understanding. Our aim is 
for pupils to know and remember more over time. 

We will use higher order questioning (Blooms), persistently quizzing 
fluency, problem-solving and reasoning. 



5 Ideas of 
Mastery

These emerged from the first Shanghai exchange and are seen 
as important in the development of teaching for mastery. They are 
Mathematical Thinking, Fluency, Variation, Representation and Structure, 
and Coherence.





Coherence

Lessons are broken down into small 
connected steps that gradually unfold the 
concept, providing access for all children 
and leading to a generalisation of the 
concept and the ability to apply the concept 
to a range of contexts.



Representation and Structure

Representations used in lessons expose the 
mathematical structure being taught, the aim being 
that students can do the maths without recourse to 
the representation

Mathematical Thinking

If taught ideas are to be understood deeply, they 
must not merely be passively received but must be 
worked on by the student: thought about, reasoned 
with and discussed with others



Fluency
Quick and efficient recall of facts and procedures and the 
flexibility to move between different contexts and 
representations of mathematics

Variation
Variation is twofold. It is firstly about how the teacher 
represents the concept being taught, often in more than 
one way, to draw attention to critical aspects, and to 
develop deep and holistic understanding. It is also about 
the sequencing of the episodes, activities and exercises 
used within a lesson and follow up practice, paying 
attention to what is kept the same and what changes, to 
connect the mathematics and draw attention to 
mathematical relationships and structure.



Variation – what does it mean?

Non-concept



The following points aim to summarise the process and essence of mathematics teaching for mastery at Glasshouses:

Pupils are taught through whole-class interactive teaching, where the focus is on all pupils working on the same lesson content at 

the same time (per year group). This ensures that all can master concepts before moving onto the next part of the curriculum 

sequence, allowing no pupil to be left behind. 

We believe all pupils can achieve in maths and understand that a positive teacher mindset and strong subject knowledge are key 

to student success. It is not the case that some pupils can do mathematics and some cannot. The focus is keeping up over 

catching up. By making high expectations clear and emphasising the value of mathematics education, pupils are encouraged to 

build confidence and resilience. All pupils are encouraged by the belief that by working hard at maths they can succeed. 

If a pupil fails to grasp a concept or procedure, this is identified quickly and early intervention ensures the pupil is ready to move 

forward with the whole class in the next lesson. This is identified as a PIT stop in books and a checked flag will be present if

children have shown that the knowledge of the concept is secure.

Focus on depth - all pupils benefit from deepening their conceptual understanding of mathematics. This approach enables pupils to 

truly grasp a concept, and the challenge comes from investigating it in new, alternative and more complex ways. Purple challenges 

are used in lessons to challenge pupils understanding.

Lesson design identifies the new mathematics that is to be taught, the key points, the difficult points and a carefully sequenced 

journey through learning. In a typical lesson the teacher leads back and forth interaction, including questioning, short tasks, 

explanation, demonstration, and discussion. Use of NCETM PD materials highlight these activities.

Pupils are presented with multiple representations through a concrete, pictorial, abstract (C-P-A) approach to ensure a deep and

sustainable understanding of maths. Pupils are encouraged to physically represent mathematical concepts. Objects and pictures

are used to demonstrate and visualise abstract ideas, alongside numbers and symbols.

Procedural fluency and conceptual understanding are developed in tandem; Intelligent Practice reinforces this. 

Significant time is spent developing deep knowledge of the key ideas that are needed to underpin future learning. The structure 

and connections within the mathematics are emphasised, so that pupils develop deep learning that can be sustained. 

Key facts such as multiplication tables and addition facts within 10 are learnt to automaticity to avoid cognitive overload in the 

working memory and enable pupils to focus on new concepts. There is dedicated time each lesson to allow pupils to practice 

mental calculations (refer to the mental calculation policy). A weekly opportunity for children to practise their knowledge in a

multiplication facts recall quiz. 



Maths
Guidelines

Multiplication
Facts



Mental Calculations

An important aspect of pupils’ fluency is being confident in 
multiplication facts. Every week all pupils will partake in a 3 minute 
multiplication facts quiz. These are progressive and test fluency in 
multiplication variation. Our ultimate multiplication challenge is to 
solve 100 questions in the allocated 3 minutes. 

Teachers also make time each day to practice multiplication facts 
through various strategies. 

Please refer to the Multiplication Facts Long term plan.

Multiplication facts knowledge must be ‘Taught not Caught’ 

There are daily sessions (15 minutes) on multiplication facts. 



Multiplication Facts
As a school, we are dedicated to improving the fluency of children’s multiplication 
facts. Aspiring this goal, we have taken a whole school approach to mental 
calculations. Mental calculation skills are carefully sequenced and build on prior 
knowledge (refer to mental calculations policy). Time is dedicated daily for pupils 
to improve and practice their multiplication facts. 
• The children are expected to practice their times tables weekly as part of their 

homework. 
• The weekly multiplication facts test occurs once a week. The children have 3 

minutes to answer a vast amount of multiplication facts questions both 
multiplication and division, in order to test fluency. 

The multiplication tests are progressive and begin from year 1: 

Semi-finals: 27 questions -2s and 5s
Finals: 27 questions – 2s, 5s and 10s
Bronze: 30 questions – 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, and 10s
Silver: 30 questions - 3s, 4s, 5s, 6s and 11s
Gold: 36 questions – 7s, 8s, 9s and 12s
Euro Championship: 60 questions – all times tables
Olympic Championship: 100 questions – all times tables

Adults to record weekly scores and how children achieve. Children move up to the 
next ‘round’ when they achieve 3 greens in a row. These are great for children to 
set targets to practice the following week.



Maths
Guidelines



Non-negotiables for Maths
Each unit of work :
• Begin with a cold task / unit header
• Follow WRM – sometimes one input to all, sometimes split (depending on WRM mixed 

age daily plan)
• Use the given planning format – planning to be uploaded to the system so SLT can 

access whenever.
• Test base questions as both a teaching and assessment tool
• Revisit cold task – but now hot task
• Assess and give immediate intervention to address any misconceptions.

Each lesson:
• Begin with FB4 – Flash Back 4. In books as a starter. This should take 5/10 mins. Great 

for recalling previous knowledge and sequential. 
• Use the slides to deliver to your year group. TAs / supply  may use videos.
• Work through the worksheets (trimmed neatly/ cut down and worked into books) –

differentiate as appropriate
• Use Scheme of Work Varied Fluency and Reasoning and Problem solving as appropriate.
• Also use other high quality resources such as Nrich/NCETM/PD Materials

Maths books:
• Number date (Ks2 Roman Numeral Date?)
• Learning objective
• Work needs to be evidenced daily – if not working in books, annotated photos, 

photocopied posters / group work
• Daily EYFS input
• EYFS indoor and outdoor investigation areas
• EYFS observations etc in a book/ learning journey/ seesaw/



EYFS

Children are taught number skills daily and are encouraged to use provision areas to apply 

their numerical knowledge. Children will be given the opportunity to use number in an 

appropriate context through the use of concrete manipulatives.

There will be many opportunities for pupils to explore mathematics including a designated 

‘Maths Investigation Area’. This will allow pupils to take charge of their own mathematical 

learning and allows the beginning of problem-solving. 

Key Stage One

Children are taught maths everyday following the long-term plan. There is a focus on 

understanding the concept of a number, and how the number system works. This leads to 

more in-depth study of addition and subtraction still using resources to support. By the time 

children reach Year 2, the formal methods in the calculation policy should be taught and 

adhered to. Children will be given practical opportunities to problem-solve and often discuss 

with others their mathematical reasoning. Resources are to be used to support and challenge 

all pupils. 

Key Stage Two

Children will build upon their previous knowledge and will succinctly develop an effective 

method for each of the four operations. This will be followed by developing further afield 

arithmetic skills such as decimals, fractions and percentages – skills that require a solid 

foundation of the four operations prior to this. Through the long term planning, pupils will be 

taught to understand a wide range of mathematical concepts and begin to make relational 

structures to these. This encourages and develops: fluency, variation and problem-solving. 

Pupils will have daily opportunities to problem-solve both orally and within their work.

KS2 Pupils will have regular opportunities to invesitgate, where there is a particular focus on 

developing the application of skills to a foreign situation. 





Long Term Planning White Rose
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Flashback 4



Example Planning







Marking and Feedback

Marking and Feedback in Mathematics

During a maths lesson, the adults’ roles in the classroom are to 

constantly ‘live mark’ so that children can respond, and progress 

immediately. 

Anything that is correct must be ticked in pink.

An incorrect answer is a purple dot.

Children respond to feedback and any self-marking in green.

Challenges or additional work must be indicated in purple as well 

as PIT stickers (GH) or VF STC and FEL/ same day intervention to 

plug gaps in knowledge
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Recall

Current Learning
Worked example and 

applying it

Appropriate Calculation 
Strategies/ four operations

Key Facts
(Conversions 

etc)
Vocabulary



Impact



Impact
Impact

Externally:

• Attainment in mathematics is measured through statutory 

assessments at the end of Key Stage One and Two. These 

results are measured against the maths attainment of 

children nationally.

• Attainment of fluency through the Y4 Multiplication Check.

• Children in EYFS will be observed throughout the year and 

given a final assessment by staff of emerging, expected or 

exceeding. 

Internally:

• Termly PUMA Tests

• Weekly Times Tables Tests (Y1 onwards)

• Internal Maths Assessments

• TTR Maths analysis (KS2)

• Low-stakes assessment 


